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Slido Questions: Seminar 3.1_Transfer Projects (morning)

Name Text Score

Lea
From your point of view, what are the elements of a VPET system that are easy to transfer to any 

other context without major adaptations?
0

Vasudevan
How does Swizerland motivate students to choose VPET over traditional university study? 

www.berufsbildungplus.ch 
1

Oliver
Bulgaria: How did you convince the companies so fast? If you used incentives, do you want to 

maintain this system of incentives on the long run?
0

Vasudevan
Bulgaria: Should the respective government develop a basic model making apprentiship be part of 

regular graduation curricula?
1

Oliver Bulgaria: How did you train the teachers of the professional schools? 0

teri Who shoulders the cost of vocational training in school for both the Domino and Gabon projects? 0

anonymous
Gabun: Do you have any future plans to hand over the driver's seat for dual vocational training to 

the private sector?
0

anonymous
Gabun: What is the percentage of female Students? Are their messures to increase participation of 

female Students?
0

Poll 3.1.1: Seminar 3.1_Transfer Projects (morning)

Poll 3.2.1: Seminar 3.1_Transfer Projects (morning)

Poll 3.2.1: Seminar 3.1_Transfer Projects (morning)
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Slido Questions: Seminar 3.2_Transfer Projects (afternoon)

Name Text
Score

anonymous
Bulgaria and Gabun: Do you foresee to call upon an insurance company to cover the possible 

damages to expensive machines during apprentices learning process ? 0

Maria Overeem
Bulgaria: The private sector/ companies are missing in the list of partners for DOMINO. How 

come? How can you be succesful without industry participation? 0

anonymous Gabun and Bulgaria: What about standard and certification?
0

Poll 3.2.1 : Seminar 3.2_Transfer Projects (afternoon)

Poll 3.2.2 : Seminar 3.2_Transfer Projects (afternoon)

Poll 3.2.3 : Seminar 3.2_Transfer Projects (afternoon)


